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a b s t r a c t
Grids involve coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in heterogeneous dynamic
environments to meet the needs of a generation of researchers requiring large amounts of
bandwidth and more powerful computational resources. The lack of resource ownership by
grid schedulers and fluctuations in resource availability require mechanisms which will
enable grids to adjust themselves to cope with fluctuations. The lack of a central controller
implies a need for self-adaptation. Grids must thus be enabled with the ability to discover,
monitor and manage the use of resources so they can operate autonomously. Two different
approaches have been conceived to match the resource demands of grid applications to
resource availability: Dynamic scheduling and adaptive scheduling. However, these two
approaches fail to address at least one of three important issues: (i) the production of feasible schedules in a reasonable amount of time in relation to that required for the execution
of an application; (ii) the impact of network link availability on the execution time of an
application; and (iii) the necessity of migrating codes to decrease the execution time of
an application. To overcome these challenges, this paper proposes a procedure for enabling
grid applications, composed of various dependent tasks, to deal with the availability of hosts
and links bandwidth. This procedure involves task scheduling, resource monitoring and task
migration, with the goal of decreasing the execution time of grid applications. The procedure differs from other approaches in the literature because it constantly considers changes
in resource availability, especially network bandwidth availability, to trigger task migration.
The proposed procedure is illustrated via simulation using various scenarios involving fluctuation of resource availability. An additional contribution of this paper is the introduction
of a set of schedulers offering solutions which differ in terms of both schedule length and
computational complexity. The distinguishing aspect of this set of schedulers is the consideration of time requirements in the production of feasible schedules. Performance is then
evaluated considering various network topologies and task dependencies.
! 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Grid networks (Grids) have been designed to provide a
distributed computational infrastructure for advanced
science and engineering [1,2]. They involve coordinated
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resource sharing and problem solving in heterogeneous
dynamic environments to meet the needs of a generation
of researchers requiring large amounts of bandwidth and
more powerful computational resources. Although in its
infancy, cooperative problem solving via grids has become
a reality, and various areas from aircraft engineering to
bioinformatics have benefited from this novel technology.
Grids are expected to evolve from pure research information processing to e-commerce, as has happened with the
World Wide Web.
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Central to grid processing is the scheduling of application tasks to resources. The lack of resource ownership
by grid schedulers and fluctuations in resource availability
require mechanisms which will enable grids to adjust
themselves to cope with fluctuations. A sudden increase
in link load can, for example, increase the time for the
transfer of data between the computers where two tasks
reside, thus leading to the necessity of relocating the tasks
to a third computer. Furthermore, the lack of a central controller implies a need for self-adaptation. The ability to discover, monitor and manage the use of resources is
fundamental for the autonomous operation of a grid.
Dynamic scheduling and adaptive scheduling are two
different approaches designed to match the resource
demands of grid applications to resource availability.
Dynamic scheduling [3] is employed when not all the
resource requirements of an application are known at
the time of the scheduling of the first tasks composing
the applications. In a direct acyclic graph (DAG) representation of an application, such a situation is represented by
unknown edge and node weights, which prevents the
definition of a schedule involving all tasks at the initial
scheduling time. These unknown demands are discovered
only after the completion of certain tasks, and the taking
of decisions about resource allocation to tasks with unknown demands is postponed until the moment in which
dependencies are resolved. Thus, the scheduling of tasks
is pursued in several steps, providing a certain adaptability
to the availability of resource.
Adaptive scheduling [4] is employed to cope with resource availability fluctuations. Resources are monitored
by continuous measurement which provides a precise view
of their availability at the scheduling time of each task.
Adaptive scheduling can be applied to any application
whereas dynamic scheduling only to those with unknowns
demands.
Although both dynamic scheduling and adaptive scheduling take into consideration the dynamics of resource
availability, such availability is verified only at specific instants. Dynamic scheduling verifies this availability only
when previously unknown demands are resolved, whereas
adaptive scheduling checks the state of the grid only when
scheduling a task. These schemes are quite restrictive and
fail to exploit various opportunities involving resource
availability, in this way, preventing a dynamic search for
the minimum execution time of an application. Changes
during the execution of a task are neglected, although this
can increase the execution time. Furthermore, both approaches fail to address at least one of three important issues: (i) the production of feasible schedules in a
reasonable amount of time in relation to that required
for the execution of an application; (ii) the impact of network link availability on the execution time of an application; and (iii) the necessity of migrating codes to decrease
the execution time of an application.
It is, however, imperative to consider changes in resource availability at all times during the execution of
the tasks composing an application. This need has been
recognized in previous papers [5–9,4,10,11]. However, all
the solutions adopted in an attempt to overcome the problem have failed to address at least one of the following is-
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sues: (i) consideration of network performance
degradation as a source for triggering task migration; (ii)
accountability of overhead for transferring data between
tasks; (iii) evaluation of the benefits of task migration considering both overhead involved and the remaining workload to be processed; (iv) availability of recently released
resources; (v) consideration of the existing dependencies
between tasks; (vi) consideration of deadlines in the production of schedules.
The present paper, however, proposes a novel procedure for enabling grid applications composed of various
dependent tasks to meet all these requirements. It is related to the availability of hosts and link bandwidth. This
procedure involves task scheduling, resource monitoring
and task migration, with the goal of decreasing the execution time of grid applications. The procedure for selfadjustment differs from other approaches in the literature
by considering changes in resource availability, especially
network bandwidth, the whole time, using this information to evaluate the benefits of changes and trigger task
migration. To our knowledge no other proposal address
these issues in the way in which they are addressed here.
It is especially appropriate for applications composed of
dependent tasks with huge demands for data transfer, as
are typical of e-Science applications.
Moreover, in our approach the benefits of task migration
are always verified against the overhead paid by such
migrations, so that a minimum execution time can be
achieved. The procedure introduced in this paper is executed by individual applications, which are empowered
with autonomy and control designed to minimize execution time. The overall maximization of the utilization of a
grid resource is, however, beyond the scope of the proposal.
The scheduling problem is an NP-hard problem, and
feasible solutions in real time require either heuristics or
approximations. Moreover, computational complexity is
increased because the need to account for heterogeneous
resources and irregular topologies, which contrasts to what
happens in multiprocessor systems. An additional contribution of this paper is the introduction of a set of schedulers offering solutions which differ in terms of both
schedule length and computational complexity. The distinguishing aspect of this set of schedulers is the consideration of time requirements in the production of feasible
schedules. Performance is then evaluated considering various network topologies and task dependencies.
This paper is organized as following. Section 2 introduces the proposed procedure for self-adjustment. Section
3 introduces eight novel schedulers. Section 4 provides
numerical examples. Section 5 discusses related work
and Section 6 furnishes some conclusions.

2. Procedure for self-adjustment of resource allocation
Key to the performance of grid applications is the choice
of resources composing the virtual organization (computing system) to be used to execute the application. This
choice is made by schedulers. Fig. 1 illustrates the various
phases in the execution of a grid application, with the bottom left showing the steps needed for scheduling.
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Fig. 1. Phases of a grid application execution [12].

Once tasks are allocated to hosts (grid nodes) according
to a schedule, they are executed until all have been completed. However, due to the lack of ownership of resources,
availability can change dynamically due to other loads on
the grid. Thus, the original schedule may become sub-optimal. If, for instance, the load of a processor decreases, this
processor may become an interesting choice for decreasing
the execution time of the application. Therefore, if changes
in resource availability lead to changes in the predicted
schedule length, the schedule must be redefined so that a
shorter schedule than that originally predicted will be
achieved. Indeed, the procedure for self-adjustment enables grid applications to adapt themselves to current resource availability [14].
Although Step 9 in Fig. 1 can detect performance degradation, the availability of new resources is not considered.
In order to provide adaptation to any type of event affecting the availability of resources, it is necessary to monitor
networked resources periodically and perform task migration accordingly. Task migration is designed to reduce the
time of execution of a single application, rather than the
overall optimization of the utilization of grid resources.
The benefit of potential migrations is always balanced by
the overhead necessary to realize them since the transfer

Resource discovery and determination of application
requirements constitutes the first phase of the process.
The main issue in scheduling is how to map the tasks of
an application onto available resources so that objectives
can be achieved. The procedure introduced in this paper
aims at minimizing the execution time of the application
(schedule length) and considers applications composed of
tasks which can be described as direct acyclic graphs
(DAGs); in these applications, vertices represent the tasks
to be performed and the arcs the dependence between
two tasks. The weights of the arcs represent the amount
of data to be exchanged by the tasks and the weights of
the vertices the amount of processing required for a task.
Several e-science applications, such as those in astronomy
and the simulation of molecular dynamics, can be represented with DAGs. Fig. 2 illustrates the DAG of a visualization application (remote rendering) [13] that will be used
to illustrate the procedure for self-adjustment.
In this paper, grids are represented by a set of hosts connected by network links. CPU and bandwidth demands are
considered, although other demands are not taken into account. This limitation does not mean that the approach is
limited to the consideration of these demands, but is rather
a question involving ease of illustration.
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Fig. 2. A grid application DAG.
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of code, data and processing context contributes to overhead. The cost of migration must be accounted for in all potential rescheduling of tasks. The accountability of task
migration and bandwidth availability for data transfer represent a unique aspect of the proposed procedure. Note
that information about resource availability can be shared
by all applications of the grid.
The present proposal involves the following steps:
! Step 1 Map the DAG describing the tasks that represent
an application to the graph describing the grid
resources. Produce a schedule for the beginning of task
execution and data transfer;
! Step 2 Transfer the task codes and data to the hosts
where the tasks will run. The execution of the tasks
begins as soon as transfer is completed;
! Step 3 Monitor the resources of the grid to detect any
variation in availability of resources, either decrease or
increase;
! Step 4 Gather the data collected in Step 3 and compare it
to the scenario used for previous task scheduling. If no
change is detected, continue periodic monitoring of
the grid (Step 3);
! Step 5 Derive a new DAG representing current computational and data transfer demands and produce a schedule for these tasks;
! Step 6 Check whether the schedule derived is the same
as the current one;
! Step 7 Compare the cost of the solution derived in Step 5
with the cost of the current solution. The cost of the
solution derived in Step 5 should include the cost of
migration of tasks. If the predicted schedule length produced by the new schedule is greater than that obtained
by the current schedule, continue monitoring the grid
resources (Step 3). The cost of migration of a task
involves the time needed to complete the execution, as
well as the time to transfer data. A task is only worth
moving if a reduction in execution time compensates
for the cost;
! Step 8 Migrate tasks to the designated hosts on the basis
of the most recent schedule.
Fig. 3 shows a diagram portraying the procedure for
self-adjustment of resource allocation.
The mapping of tasks to grid nodes and their scheduling
(Step 1) demand efficient schedulers. Section 3 will introduce eight novel schedulers for dealing with heterogeneous resources in a grid [15]. These schedulers differ in
relation to computational complexity and precision of
solution but, depending the time interval involved, either
one can be used to obtain the best possible solution.
Note that our proposal is not restricted to monoprocessed hosts. Multiprocessor and multicore hosts can be
modeled as a set of grid nodes, each representing a single
CPU, connected by edges with null cost, so that all the CPUs
in a multiprocessor can be considered for scheduling. Fig. 4
illustrates a network with three hosts, one with two, one
with three and one with four CPUs.
In Steps 2 and 8, code and data transfer can be executed
using existing protocols, such as FTP and GridFTP [16]. In
Step 8, it is assumed that it is possible to resume the exe-

Fig. 3. A flow diagram of the procedure for grid self-adjustment.

cution of an interrupted task by using checkpoints. These
checkpoints need to be set by the programmer. The entire
execution context of a task can be recorded in a file to be
sent together with the task code and data when migrating
a task, as is done in the approaches defined in [4,10]. Techniques for monitoring the available bandwidth [17] [18], as
well for predicting the network capacity with low computational overhead, are also available [19] [20,21] to Step 3.
The same schedulers used for the initial scheduling of
an Application (Step 1) can be used for the rescheduling
and migration of tasks whenever changes in availability
of resources are detected (Steps 5, 6 and 7). Rescheduling
decisions consider resource availability and current execution status, as well as the initial schedule. Algorithm 1
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Fig. 4. Graph of a network with multicore hosts.

implements Steps 5–7 and uses the same scheduler used in
Step 1.
Algorithm 1 Task rescheduling and migration
Input: Previous schedule; DAG with set of tasks J;
Description of current resource availability status;
Current time; Scheduler.
1: for each task i 2 J in execution do
2: Assign the number of instructions already executed
to the weight of task i.
3: Create a task i0 with weight equal to the backlog of
instructions yet to be executed for i.
4: Move all the outgoing arcs of i to i0 .
5: Create an arc ii0 with weight equivalent to the
number of bytes that need to be transferred if task
i migrates.
6: Assign to the variable h the id of the host to which
the task i was mapped prior to the rescheduling
decision.
7: Create a new constraint for Scheduler to force task
i to be scheduled on h.
8: end for
9: for each task k 2 J which has either already been
executed or is presently receiving data from others
tasks do
10: Add a constraint to keep the kth task at the host to
which it was initially scheduled.
11: end for
12: Execute the Scheduler with the new constraints and
the new DAG.
13: for each task i 2 J in execution do
14: if host to which i0 be mapped 6¼ host to which i was
mapped prior to rescheduling decision
15:
Migrate task i to the new host.
16: end if
17: end for

Algorithm 1 works on a modified DAG, portraying the
evolution of an execution up to a certain time. For each
task i in execution, a new task i0 representing the current
execution status is created. Tasks that have already been
executed are kept at the node where they finished. Tasks
receiving data from other tasks on which they depend
are also kept at the same node. Task i will migrate only if

task i0 is mapped to a different resource than that to which
task i is mapped. The use of this kind of DAG to reschedule
the tasks of an application is a notable aspect of our proposal. Such a DAG describes the exact state of processing,
thus allowing a more accurate and efficient schedule
which will minimize execution time.
However, the proposed procedure do not deal with
uncertainties in task demands. Moreover, the programmer
must indicate checkpoints for tasks for their rescheduling
and migration, as in other approaches [4,10]. This allows
the execution of Step 3 in Algorithm 1. If checkpoints cannot
be established, the task must be reexecuted when migrated
to a different host. In this case, the number of instructions in
Step 2 of Algorithm 1 should be zero and the backlog in Step
3 should be the original number of instructions.
The self-adjusting capacity allows great flexibility and
can be introduced in middlewares for grids such as [5]
[8,6]. Fig. 5 illustrates the introduction of the procedure
of self-adjustment into the scheme proposed in [12] represented on both sides of the figure. Note that according to
the procedure in [12], once a task is scheduled to a host,
the only monitoring involved is related to the execution
of the task, which can result in the task migration in the
case of performance degradation. The central portion of
the figure is the procedure introduced here, and it replaces
the dashed part of the scheme in [12].
Other proposals [22] use a single DAG in a attempt to
enhance the fairness of resource sharing when several different applications are submitted to a grid. Note that nothing precludes the use of the proposed procedure with a
single DAG representing multiple applications.

3. Grid schedulers
The scheduling of tasks to heterogeneous resources is a
well-known NP-hard problem, and various sub-optimal
solutions which can be reached in a reasonable amount
of time have been proposed. This section introduces eight
different schedulers for the grid scheduling problem. They
differ in the length of the schedule produced, as well as in
the time required to derive them. Such diversity allows the
selection of the best possible schedule for a given set of
time requirements. Fast schedulers can be employed in
Step 1, whereas those which give schedules closer to the
optimum one can be used in Steps 5–7, since these steps
usually involve fewer tasks.
The aim of all the schedulers presented is the minimization of execution time for grid applications under the following restrictions:
! The execution of a task should begin only after the completion of all the other tasks which the task depends on,
as well as only after the reception of all data sent by
these tasks;
! Each task can be mapped to only one host;
! Two dependent tasks can only be mapped to hosts
which have a connecting link (each host is assumed to
have a virtual link to itself with zero cost associated
with that link);
! Each host can execute only a single task at any time.
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Fig. 5. Inclusion of procedure for self-adjustment in the process shown in Fig. 1.

The schedules produced by six of the eight schedulers
proposed are derived from the solution of mixed integer
or integer programming problems. Three of these schedulers consider time to be a continuous variable ð2 Rþ Þ
whereas the other three consider it as a discrete variable
ð2 Zþ Þ. The choice involves a certain trade-off between
execution time and the schedule length. Although the discretization of time introduces approximation and a consequent loss of precision, under certain circumstances, this
loss may not be significant, and the saving of time can be
quite attractive. The exact solution for a integer/mixed
integer programming problem for both continuous and
discrete time are derived. The other four schedulers are
formulated by employing two different relaxation techniques to the exact problems.
The schedulers which consider time as a continuous
variable are formulated as a mixed integer programming
problem (MIP) whereas those that consider time as a discrete variable are formulated as integer programming
problem (IP). In these problems, variables X i;k define the
mapping of tasks to hosts; X i;k is 1 if the ith task is mapped
to kth host; otherwise, it is 0.
Although solving exact integer and mixed integer programming problems with integrality constraints leads to
optimal or quasi-optimal solutions, it may take a very long
time. An alternative is the obtainment of partial fractional
solutions by considering relaxation of integrality constraints, with the option of conversion of these solutions
to integer ones. In this case, the variables ðX i;k Þ are defined
in the interval [0, 1]. Techniques for the relaxation of integrality constraints adopt randomized rounding techniques,
in which the value of the variable X i;k is the probability of the
ith task being mapped to the kth host. Two different randomized rounding techniques were adopted to define two
different algorithms. Algorithm 2 solves a linear programming (LP) problem once, with the value of the variables used
as probabilities for a series of drawings, each defining a different schedule; the one yielding the shortest schedule is se-

lected as the solution. In Algorithm 3, an iterative
randomized rounding procedure is adopted. In each step
of this algorithm, an LP is solved, and the task with the highest probability values is definitely mapped to a host. Each
one of the iterations of Algorithm 3 ends when no more
tasks are left to be mapped to a host. The linear programming solution given as input to both algorithms is the one
obtained by relaxation of the integrality constraints.
Algorithm 2. Randomized rounding
Input: Relaxation of mixed integer or integer program IP
to schedule the set of tasks J in the set of hosts H;
P = Number of drawings.
Output: Schedule of J in H.
1: Let X be the solution of the relaxation of IP, where
X ¼ ðX i;k Þ.
2: for P times do
3: for each task i 2 J do
4:
Let the probability of mapping the task i to the
host k be X i;k .
5:
Select a host where the task i should be executed
based on the previous mapping probability.
6: end for
7: Obtain the starting time for each task, considering
the finishing time of the tasks which it depends on.
8: Keep this schedule if it is the shortest one.
9: end for
10: Return the shortest schedule.

Theorems 1 and 2 establish the time complexity of
Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. Some notations are necessary to understand them. Sets J and H are the sets of
tasks and hosts, respectively, and D the set of arcs of the
DAG. The time complexity to solve linear programming P
is defined as aP . In this case is considered that it is at least
the time complexity to read the problem instance and to
set variables X i;k ðaP ¼ XðjJj &j Hj þj Dj þj HjÞÞ.
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Theorem 1. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is
OðaP þ P & ðjJj & log jHj þj Dj þ jHjÞÞ.
Proof. See Appendix I. h
Theorem 2. The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is
OðQ & jJj & aP Þ.
Proof. See Appendix II.

h

Algorithm 3. Iterative randomized rounding
Input: Relaxation of mixed integer or integer program IP
to schedule the set of tasks J in the set of hosts H;
Q = Number of iterations.
Output: Schedule of J in H.
1: for Q times do
2: Let IP be the original mixed integer or integer
program given in the input.
3: Let X be the solution of the relaxation of IP, where
X ¼ ðX i;k Þ.
4: for each task i 2 J do
5:
Let the probability of mapping the task i to the
host k be X i;k .
6:
Select a host where the task i should be executed
based on the previous mapping probability.
7:
Add to the IP the constraint that the task i must be
mapped to the host k.
8:
Let X be a fractional optimum solution of this new
IP.
9: end for
10: Obtain the starting time for each task, considering
the finishing time of the tasks which it depends on.
11: Keep this schedule if it is the shortest one.
12: end for
13: Return the shortest schedule.

Note that, Algorithm 3 solves a linear programming
problem several times. When a linear program is solved
after the modification of the boundary of some of the
variables, the new linear program is solved much faster
(in practice) than was the first version, since the new
execution can take advantage of the basis and the information already stored from previous executions of the
problem.
The other two schedulers are based on random drawing.
The schedule is one of those produced during a series of
drawings that minimizes the schedule length. The first step
of each iteration of these algorithms is the assignment of
an initial value to the variables X i;k . The actual starting
values constitute the only difference between the two
algorithms. In one, it is based on a probability that is uniformly distributed among the hosts, whereas in the other,
the probabilities values are set to minimize the execution
time of tasks while maximizing resource utilization, and
will be denominated ‘‘grid aware”. In both algorithms,
the dependency constraints shown in the DAG, the network topology and the resource capacity are observed.
Moreover, these algorithms produce different schedule
lengths itself as well as for their own execution time. The

one using ‘‘grid aware” initial values tends to run for longer
periods, but produces shorter schedule length.
Hosts are labelled from 1 to m, while tasks are identified
by labels from 1 to n. Tasks are processed according to a
topological order of the input DAG, each with a single input
task and a single output one. DAGs failing to satisfy this
condition because they have more than one input or output task can be easily modified by considering two null
tasks with zero processing time and communication
weight [23]. Some characteristics of the DAGs are:
! n: number of tasks ðn 2 NÞ;
! Ii : processing demand of the ith task, expressed as number of instructions to be processed by the task iðIi 2 Rþ Þ;
! Bi;j : number of bytes transmitted between the ith task
and the jth task ðBi;j 2 Rþ Þ;
! D: set of arcs {ij : i < j and there exists an arc from vertex i to vertex j in the DAG};
! s0 : starting time of the input task. For all examples in
this paper, s0 ¼ 0.
Moreover, grid resources composed of hosts and links
have the following characteristics:
! m: number of existing hosts ðm 2 NÞ;
! TIk : time the kth host takes to execute 1 instruction
ðTIk 2 Rþ Þ;
! TBk;l : time for transmitting 1 bit on the link connecting
the kth host and the lth host ðTBk;l 2 Rþ Þ;
! N: set {kl: host k is linked to host l}. In particular,
kk 2 N for any host k and if kl 2 N then we also have
lk 2 N;
! dðkÞ: set of hosts linked to the kth host in the network,
including the host k itself.
Moreover, T max , is the time that the application would
take to execute serially all the tasks in the fastest host,
P
i.e., T max ¼ min TIk ni¼1 Ii , where min TIk is the lowest value
of TIk for any host k. J ¼ f1; . . . ; ng is the set of existing
tasks of an application and H ¼ f1; . . . ; mg is the set of
hosts.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows.
Section 3.1, introduces a formulation using continuous
time variables whereas Section 3.2 presents the formulation with discrete time variables. Section 3.3 introduces a
scheduler based on random drawing that assigns uniform
probability values to the initial values. Section 3.4 presents the algorithm which assigns values to the initial
probabilities that takes the grid constraints into consideration. Section 3.5 provides an evaluation of the
schedulers.
3.1. MIP Formulation with time as a continuous variable
This approach adopts a mixed integer programming formulation for the grid scheduling problem. The final scheduling is established by the value of the following variables:
! X i;k , which has the value 1 if the ith task is mapped to the
kth host; otherwise it is 0 ðX i;k 2 f0; 1gÞ;
! si , which sets the starting time of the ith task ðsi 2 Rþ Þ.
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The problem formulation is given by
Minimize

In

m
X

TIk X n;k

k¼1

such that

!

þ sn

for i 2 J;
2
3
X
X
4ðIi TIk X i;k Þ þ
ðBi;j TBk;l VAi;k;j;l Þ5
sj P si þ
si P s0

k2H

ðC1Þ

l2dðkÞ

for i; j 2 J; ij 2 D;
X
ðIi TIk VAi;k;j;k Þ ' yð1 ' Pi;j Þ
sj P si þ

ðC2Þ

k2H

for i; j 2 J; i 6¼ j; ij 62 D; ji 62 D;
X
ðIj TIk VAj;k;i;k Þ ' yPi;j
si P sj þ

ðC3Þ

k2H

for i; j 2 J; i 6¼ j; ij 62 D; ji 62 D;
X
X i;k ¼ 1 for i 2 J;

k2H

X

l2dðkÞ

ðC4Þ
ðC5Þ

VAi;k;j;l ¼ X i;k

for i; j 2 J; ij 2 D; k 2 H;

ðC6Þ

for i; j 2 J;

ðC7Þ

2VAi;k;j;l 6 X i;k þ X j;l

ij 2 D; k; l 2 H; kl 2 N;

VAi;k;j;l ' X i;k ' X j;l P '1

for i; j 2 J; ij 2 D; k; l 2 H; kl 2 N;

ðC8Þ

for i; j 2 J;

ðC9Þ

2VAi;k;j;k 6 X i;k þ X j;k

i 6¼ j; ij 62 D; ji 62 D; k 2 H;

VAi;k;j;k ' X i;k ' X j;k P '1

for i; j 2 J; i 6¼ j; ij 62 D; ji 62 D; k 2 H;

VAi;k;j;l ; X i;k ; Pi;j 2 f0; 1g

for i; j 2 J; k; l 2 H:

ðC10Þ
ðC11Þ

The relaxation of the above problem consists of replacing
{0, 1} in the constraints (C11) by the interval [0, 1].
The constraints in (C1) state that all tasks must start
after time s0 . The constraints in (C2) specify that a task will
start only after all tasks dependent on it have been completed and the relevant data transferred. Constraints (C3)
and (C4) state that if two independent tasks are scheduled
to the same host, one of them will be fully executed before
the start of the other. The binary variable P i;j has value 1 if
the ith task is executed first and 0 if the jth task is executed
first. The constant y is a large positive number (e.g., T max ).
Constraint (C5) states that the tasks must be scheduled to
some host ðkÞ. Constraint (C6) specifies that there should
be a single tuple ði; k; j; lÞ such that the ith and jth tasks
are scheduled to the kth and to the lth hosts, respectively.
Constraints (C7)–(C9) and (C10) determine that VAi;k;j;l is
1 if and only if X i;k þ X j;l is 2. The value of these two variables indicates that tasks with a dependency relationship
should be mapped to interconnected hosts.
This formulation involves Oðm2 n2 Þ constraints, and
Oðm2 n2 Þ variables. The scheduler based on the exact solution of this problem involving mixed integer programming
with a continuous time variable is denominated MIPCT.

There are two schedulers based on the relaxation of MIPCT,
one involving Algorithm 2 based on randomized rounding
(CT-RR) and the other using Algorithm 3 based on iterative
randomized rounding (CT-IRR).
Since MIPCT does not make any approximation, its execution time is quite larger than the execution time of the
others schedulers. Although this make MIPCT inappropriate to real applications, the schedule it produces is quite
useful for comparing with the schedule produced by the
other schedulers.
Mixed integer programming problems and integer
programming problems are solved by using linear programming formulations. There are many fast algorithms
and methods for solving LP problems; one of the most
used is the simplex method [24]. Although this method
does not lead to polynomial time complexity algorithms
(it is exponential in the worst case), it is very fast in
practice. Worst- and average-case analyse of algorithms
to solve LP problems lead to time complexity bounds that
are still high compared to the real behaviour of these
algorithms. The number of pivots required by the simplex
methods is generally linear, or at most polynomial.
Experimental work has shown that, in general, the number of pivot steps is bounded by 3v [25–27], with v being
the number of variables in the LP. Karmarkar [28] presented a polynomial time algorithm using interior point
methods. This method has obtained faster solutions than
the simplex method when resolving various LP problems
[29,30]. Indeed, benchmarks for LP solvers can be obtained at http://plato.asu.edu/bench.html, where it can
be verified that even large LP problems with thousands
of variables and constraints can be solved in seconds/
minutes.
3.2. IP formulation with time as a discrete variable
This formulation considers discrete intervals of time
and treats the scheduling problem as an integer programming problem. For convenience, the following notation is
used: T ¼ f1; . . . ; T max g. The schedule is established by
the value of the following variables:
! xi;t;k : Binary variable that assumes a value of 1 if the ith
task finished at time t in the host k; otherwise this variable assumes a value of 0;
The integer programming problem is formulated as
follows:
Minimize

XX

txn;t;k

t2T k2H

such that

XX

t2T k2H

xj;t;k ¼ 0
X

k2dðlÞ

xj;t;k ¼ 1

for j 2 J;

for j 2 J;

dt'Ij TIl 'Bi;j TBk;l e

X

k 2 H;

t 2 f1; . . . ; dIj TIk eg;
xi;s;k P

s¼1

for i; j 2 J; ij 2 D;

t
X

ðD1Þ
ðD2Þ

xj;s;l

s¼1

for l 2 H; t 2 T;

ðD3Þ
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dtþIj TI

Xk '1e
s¼t

for k 2 H;

xj;t;l 2 f0; 1g

5:

xj;s;k 6 1
t 2 T;

for j 2 J;

t 6 dT max ' Ij TI k e;
l 2 H; t 2 T:

ðD4Þ

ðD5Þ

The relaxation of the discrete time formulation consists of
changing the set {0, 1} of the constraints in (D5) to the
interval [0, 1].
The constraints in (D1) specify that a task must be executed at one time in a single host. The constraints in (D2)
determine that a task (j) cannot terminate until it has been
executed in the host k. The constraints in (D3) establish
that if the ith task executes in the lth host before the jth
task does, and that the jth task is finished at time t, then
the time when the ith task finished its execution is at most
t minus the execution time of the jth task minus the time
needed to transfer data between these two tasks. The constraints in (D4) establish that there is at most one task in
execution at any one host at a specific time.
The accuracy of the results obtained by using this formulation depends on the interval width used in the discretization of the timeline. The wider the interval is, the
faster the execution; but, the lower the accuracy.
This formulation involves Oðn2 mT max Þ constraints and
nmT max variables. The scheduler based on an exact solution
of the integer programming with a discrete time variable is
denominated as IPDT. Again, two versions of schedulers
with relaxation are presented, one involving Algorithm 2
with randomized rounding (DT-RR) and the other using
Algorithm 3 with iterative randomized rounding
(DT-IRR).
3.3. Random drawing with uniform probabilities
The seventh scheduler is based on an algorithm involving random probabilities of task assignment to hosts. It
uses an uniform probability distribution to assign tasks
to hosts. The distribution is subject to dependency relationships established in the tasks DAG, the network topology and resources capacity. The scheduler is denoted as
RDU and the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4.
Theorem 3 gives the time complexity of Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. Random drawing with uniform probability
distribution
Input: DAG with set of tasks J; Description of current
resource availability status H; P = Number of
drawings.
Output: Schedule of J in H
1: for P times do
2: Set the probability value for scheduling each task to
a host as 1=m.
3: for each task i 2 J do
4:
Assign randomly a host k 2 H to the task i, using
the previously defined probability value.

Normalize the probability values of the tasks
dependent on the ith task, considering that this
probability for a tasks dependent on the ith task is
null if it is assigned to a host with no link to the
host to which the ith task is mapped.
6:
Compute the starting time of the ith task
considering the finishing time of all tasks
dependent on it, as well as the time required to
transfer data from the dependent task to the ith
task.
7: end for
8: Keep this schedule in case it is the shortest one
produced so far.
9: end for
10: Return the shortest schedule.
Theorem 3. The time complexity of Algorithm 4 is
OðP & jHj & ðjJj þj DjÞÞ.
Proof. See Appendix III. h
3.4. Drawing using distribution involving grid-aware
probability values
This scheduler differs from the one in the previous subsection by the probability values used for the assignment
of tasks to hosts. The following rules are considered to derive the probability values:
1. The probability that a task will be executed in a given
host is proportional to the processing rate of all available hosts;
2. The probability of execution of a task by a given host is
proportional to the number of links connecting it to
other hosts, as well as to their available bandwidth;
3. The larger the number of edges in a task, the higher is
the probability that the task will be assigned to a host
with large number of links connecting it to other hosts;
4. The greater the amount of data a task needs to transfer,
the higher is the probability that the task will be
assigned to a host with high capacity links;
5. The larger the number of instructions involved in a task,
the higher is the probability that the task will be
assigned to a host with a large available processing rate;
6. The lower the level of a task in a DAG, the higher is the
probability that the task will be assigned to a host with
a high available processing rate, a large number of links
and high capacity links (Moreover, the earlier the termination of tasks at the lower levels of the DAG, the earlier
the other tasks can finish and, consequently, the shorter
the makespan of the application).
The set of rules given above is denominated ‘‘set of rules
1” in Algorithm 5. The first two rules define the initial probability of mapping the ith task to the kth host, given by:
!
!
1
1
jdðkÞj ' 1
1
TIk
X i;k ¼ Pm 1 (
(
þ Pm
3
3
j¼0 TIj
j¼1 jdðjÞj ' m
P
!
1
l2dðkÞ'fkg TBk;l
1
þ Pm P
(
:
ð1Þ
1
3
j¼1
l2dðjÞ'fjg TB
j;l
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Underlying these two rules is the idea that the execution
time will be shorter if tasks are allocated to the hosts with
the highest available processing capacity and bandwidth.
However, if the criteria used were to be limited to grid resources, hosts with greater availability of processing rates
and bandwidths would be utilized all the time, whereas
those with less capacity would remain idle. To avoid such
an unbalance, which would lead to unsatisfactory results,
the characteristics of tasks also need to be considered, as
in list scheduling approaches [23,31]. Consequently, the
probability value in Eq. (1) is redefined for each task considering the last four rules defined above.
The DG scheduler is presented in Algorithm 5.
Theorem 4 gives the time complexity of Algorithm 5.
Theorem 4. The time complexity of Algorithm 5 is
OðjJj &j Hj log jHj þj Nj þ P & jHj & ðjJj þj DjÞÞ.
Proof. See Appendix IV. h

Algorithm 5. Drawing using distribution involving ‘‘gridaware” probability values
Input: DAG with set of tasks J; Description of current
resource availability status H; P = Number of
drawings.
Output: Schedule of J in H
1: for P times do
2: Set the probability for scheduling a task to a host on
the basis of the ‘‘set of rules 1”.
3: for each task i 2 J do
4:
Select randomly the host k 2 H for the execution
of the ith task.
5:
Normalize the probability values of the tasks
dependent on the ith task.
6:
Compute the starting time of the ith task
considering the finishing time of all tasks
dependent on it, as well as the time required to
transfer data from these tasks to the ith task.
7: end for
8: Consider this schedule if it produces the shortest
execution time so far.
9: end for
10: Select the shortest schedule.

3.5. Comparison of scheduler efficiency
Various network topologies and task DAGs were used to
compare the schedulers proposed here. Results of the
experiments involving the DAG shown in Fig. 6 and the
DAG shown in Fig. 7 are representative of those obtained
for other experiments and will be presented in this section.
The first DAG represents the Griz application, a remote
rendering application [13] and the second represents the
Montage application, an application for the processing of
astronomy images [32]. These two DAGs will be referred
as Griz and Montage DAGs, respectively.
The criteria used for comparison are the speedup (the
ratio between the time to a serial execution of the tasks
in the processor with the greatest available processing rate

T00 [53]
[5]
T10 [50]

[4]

T11 [49]
[4]

[5]

[4]

T12 [47]
[5]

[4]

T13 [48]
[5]

T20 [45]
Fig. 6. DAG of tasks of the Griz application.

and the time for task execution using a specific schedule)
and the execution time required to produce that schedule.
A workstation equipped with a Pentium 4, 3.2 GHz CPU
with 2 GB RAM was used in the experiments. The software
Xpress was employed to solve the integer and mixed integer programming problems. Computer programs were
developed using the C language.
Various topologies were generated using the Doar–Leslie method [33] by changing the number of hosts, the network connectivity (vertex degree) and the ratio between
the number of network links (edges) with low bandwidth
availability and with high bandwidth availability. This
method generates graphs which are similar to real network
topologies. It requires as input the number of nodes ð2 N) Þ,
the ratio between the number of longest and shortest
edges ð2 ð0; 1*Þ and the connectivity of the graph nodes
ð2 ð0; 1*Þ. The length of the edges is related to the weights
of the edges. In this paper, the weight of the edges refers to
bandwidth availability. Values of connectivity close to 1
gives complete graphs.
If not stated otherwise, in the experiments using the
Griz DAG, the network used has 50 hosts, network degree
0.5 and ratio between longest and shortest edge 0.9. The
processing rate of the hosts follows a uniform probability
distribution function in the interval (0.4, 2]. The capacity
of the network links varied in the interval (0, 5], according
to the Doar–Leslie method. In the experiments using the
Montage DAG, if not stated otherwise, the number of hosts
is 25. The node degree of the network, the ratio between
longest and shortest edge, the processing rate of hosts
and the capacity of the network links are the same as in
the experiments using the Griz DAG. The weights of the
DAG arcs in Figs. 6 and 7 were in the interval [4, 5],
whereas the weight of the vertices varied in the interval
[45, 54]. Furthermore, except for Algorithm 3, the number
of random selections (P) is 10,000. For this algorithm, the
number of random selections (Q) is 1, since long execution
times were experienced with other values.
For schedulers which consider time as a discrete variable, it is advisable to use a discretizing value corresponding to a fraction of the serial execution time of the DAG.
Preliminary experiments suggest that 6.25%, corresponding to a time interval of 8 min for the experiments using
the Griz DAG and of 16 min for the experiments using
the Montage DAG, would be an appropriate value.
3.5.1. Results of experiments involving the Griz DAG
Tables 1 and 2 show the results of varying number of
nodes (hosts). Table 1 presents the performance of the pro-
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Fig. 7. DAG of tasks of the Montage application.
Table 1
Speedup as a function of number of hosts
2 ) Hosts
10
40
70
100
130
160
190

Speedup
CT-RR

CT-IRR

DT-RR

DT-IRR

IPDT

RDU

DG

92.62%
87.20%
89.65%
78.66%
83.31%
62.23%
62.52%

77.71%
80.04%
69.34%
65.34%
69.40%
62.11%
62.30%

99.07%
1.251140
92.32%
94.72%
96.12%
91.33%
81.87%

79.17%
84.59%
69.84%
72.87%
70.55%
68.32%
66.20%

97.26%
97.53%
1.443852
1.530383
1.440966
1.610028
1.605029

78.18%
83.12%
86.04%
72.80%
75.39%
74.43%
70.09%

1.289432
93.29%
99.28%
89.62%
87.31%
73.89%
78.31%

Table 2
Execution time as a function of number of hosts
2 ) Hosts
10
40
70
100
130
160
190

Execution time (s)
CT-RR

CT-IRR

DT-RR

DT-IRR

IPDT

RDU

DG

0.12
0.74
3.21
9.91
18.43
40.31
72.29

0.09
0.81
3.79
10.98
20.16
43.18
76.60

0.30
1.13
2.70
4.38
7.71
11.37
13.24

0.09
1.02
1.83
3.04
5.46
12.37
14.25

0.12
3.04
1.83
2.88
4.64
7.54
8.04

0.09
0.62
1.82
3.47
5.92
8.69
11.97

0.08
0.60
1.78
3.33
5.81
8.48
11.62

posed schedulers as a function of the number of hosts. The
performance of MIPCT is not shown since, it requires much
longer execution time when compared to the other schedulers, as expected. For a 40 host network, for example,
MIPCT took over one hour to generate a schedule, whereas

IPDT took 3.04 s. The schedule producing the largest
speedup for each number of hosts is written in bold. The
ratio between other speedup values and the largest one
ð100%) ðspeedup=largest speedupÞÞ is shown as percentage
in the table. IPDT produced the largest speedup for most of
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the experiments, followed by DT-RR. Schedulers based on
the relaxation in Algorithm 3 (CT-IRR and DT-IRR) produced the smallest speedup among the schedulers based
on both integer and mixed integer programming. This poor
performance can be explained by the single random selection of the mapping probabilities in Algorithm 3 ðQ ¼ 1Þ.
For schedulers based on random drawing, DG provides better schedules than does RDU in six out of the seven studied
cases, since the initial probability values of the former consider both grid and task constraints. In most of the cases,
the CT-RR produced worse results than those produced
by the DG scheduler, although they were better than those
given by the RDU scheduler.
The execution time of the schedulers, portrayed in Table
2, increases as the number of hosts increases. The execution time of schedulers using a mixed integer formulation
increases much more rapidly than does that of integer programming. For example, for a grid with 10 hosts, the execution times of CT-IRR and DT-IRR are about 0.9 s. For a
190-host network, the execution time of CT-IRR is 76.60 s
while the execution time of DT-IRR is only 13.24 s. This
illustrates the impact that the discretization of time has
on decreasing the execution time of LPs. In contrast to
what was expected, the execution time of the IPDT scheduler is not always longer than that of the schedulers based
on relaxation or drawings. It is a mere consequence of the
simplicity of the Griz DAG.
Table 3 shows the speedup and Table 4 shows the execution time of the proposed schedulers as a function of
network connectivity. This connectivity is expressed as a
number in the interval [0, 1], a fully connected network
having connectivity of 1.0. As in the experiments reported
in Tables 1 and 2, IPDT, DG and DT-RR produce the best
schedules. DG did generated four of the largest speedups,
IPDT did generated two of the largest speedups and DTRR generated one of the largest speedups. Again, the schedulers based on Algorithm 3 (CT-IRR and DT-IRR) provided
the smallest speedup. When the connectivity increases,
the execution time typically decreases more than it does
when the number of hosts increases.
Tables 5 and 6 shows the performance of the schedulers
as a function of the ratio between the number of the longest and the number of the shortest edges. The best schedules were produced by the IPDT, DT-RR and DG schedulers.
The use of IPDT led to the largest speedups. Except for the
schedules produced by IPDT, the longer the schedule, the
longer was the execution time, although there is no clear
pattern involving an increase in execution time as a func-

Table 4
Execution time as a function of network connectivity
2 ) Conect.
0.10
0.22
0.34
0.46
0.58
0.70
0.82

Execution time (s)
CT-RR

CT-IRR

DT-RR

DT-IRR

IPDT

RDU

DG

0.74
0.85
0.93
1.17
1.15
1.43
1.56

0.63
0.77
0.96
1.25
1.28
1.78
2.03

1.47
1.39
1.65
2.10
1.92
2.15
1.74

0.63
0.83
0.95
1.54
2.20
2.75
1.50

6.30
6.95
1.10
1.46
1.35
1.71
2.29

1.58
1.48
1.32
1.11
1.00
0.42
0.12

1.58
1.45
1.30
1.04
0.93
0.40
0.11

tion of the ratio between the number of longest and shortest edges.
From the results found in those experiments, the scheduler which generated the largest speedup was the IPDT,
but the execution time was not as high as expected, given
the simplicity of the Griz DAG. Schedulers which consider
time as a real variable and apply the relaxation algorithms
(CT-RR and CT-IRR) did not produce good results. The DTRR scheduler, which uses Algorithm 2, produced results
similar to those of the IPDT scheduler. For various cases,
the DG scheduler produced schedules similar to those of
the IPDT, but execution times were slightly longer.
3.5.2. Results of experiments involving the Montage DAG
Tables 7 and 8 show the scheduler performance as a
function of the number of hosts of the grid. Results of the
schedulers CT-RR, CT-IRR, IPDT and MIPCT are not shown,
given the long time of execution with the Montage DAG.
As observed in the experiments involving the Griz
DAG, the DT-RR and the DG schedulers produced the best
speedup values and the DT-IRR scheduler the worst one,
as can be seen in Table 7. Moreover, the RDU scheduler
produces schedules inferior to those provided by the DG
scheduler.
The execution time of the schedulers grows with an increase in the number of hosts, as expected. In contrast to
the results obtained in the experiments involving the Griz
DAG, the execution time of schedulers based on linear programming was considerably longer than of those based on
drawings. The best schedules were produced by the DT-RR
in six out of the seven cases. However, this scheduler took
the second longest time to produce the desired schedule.
Overall, the DG scheduler represents a good trade-off between the quality of the schedule and the execution time
for large DAGs such as the one displayed in Fig. 7.

Table 3
Speedup as a function of network connectivity
2 ) Conect.

Speedup
CT-RR

CT-IRR

DT-RR

DT-IRR

IPDT

RDU

DG

0.10
0.22
0.34
0.46
0.58
0.70
0.82

72.07%
72.97%
70.69%
68.69%
69.85%
64.51%
90.24%

72.07%
72.97%
70.69%
68.69%
69.85%
64.51%
75.41%

85.94%
96.23%
98.79%
89.14%
98.96%
97.60%
1.335969

84.90%
76.37%
73.51%
99.78%
69.99%
65.51%
85.80%

99.84%
94.61%
93.37%
99.50%
1.440589
1.550246
74.85%

95.85%
87.15%
91.51%
89.11%
87.73%
83.41%
80.97%

1.388938
1.378274
1.423590
1.459943
96.79%
87.41%
90.85%
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Table 5
Speedup as a function of the ratio between the number of longest and shortest edges
2 ) Ratio

Speedup

0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80

CT-RR

CT-IRR

DT-RR

DT-IRR

IPDT

RDU

DG

69.10%
80.02%
63.02%
74.29%
70.22%
65.12%
68.75%

69.10%
80.02%
63.02%
74.29%
70.22%
65.12%
68.75%

1.458326
1.256459
85.87%
91.52%
81.55%
87.12%
92.11%

73.50%
83.85%
65.92%
75.57%
87.15%
87.12%
82.70%

95.25%
79.59%
1.592708
1.356276
1.431088
1.540268
1.455920

80.33%
91.36%
81.53%
79.16%
70.22%
74.99%
80.78%

83.36%
93.10%
87.70%
85.01%
82.27%
81.60%
84.55%

Table 6
Execution time as a function of the ratio between the number of longest
and shortest edges
2 ) Ratio
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80

Execution time (s)
CT-RR

CT-IRR

DT-RR

DT-IRR

IPDT

RDU

DG

1.09
1.07
1.13
1.08
1.18
1.15
1.14

1.20
1.12
1.23
1.16
1.30
1.29
1.27

1.51
1.43
1.80
1.51
1.43
1.53
1.55

0.83
0.90
1.67
0.66
1.33
0.93
1.17

0.72
0.80
1.17
0.69
0.66
0.71
0.83

1.09
1.12
1.04
1.13
0.96
1.04
1.02

0.97
1.06
0.97
1.11
0.93
1.01
0.98

Table 7
Speedup as a function of number of hosts
2 ) Hosts
10
15
20
25
30
35
40

10
15
20
25
30
35
40

2 ) Connect.
0.10
0.22
0.34
0.46
0.58
0.70
0.82

Speedup
DT-RR

DT-IRR

RDU

DG

1.443350
1.354714
1.397436
1.524434
1.626312
1.517555
1.779391

69.52%
75.79%
72.61%
72.79%
61.90%
72.72%
57.13%

79.96%
94.36%
81.84%
85.50%
76.43%
76.82%
65.51%

81.09%
95.42%
91.25%
85.68%
91.02%
93.64%
83.96%

Table 10
Execution time as a function of network connectivity

Speedup

2 ) Connect.

DT-RR

DT-IRR

RDU

DG

96.95%
2.110896
1.556400
1.631350
1.617550
1.375990
1.577601

69.87%
73.53%
66.08%
81.40%
62.04%
94.15%
66.77%

88.59%
91.92%
74.68%
82.89%
84.34%
82.26%
77.33%

1.470900
93.96%
84.09%
94.05%
95.73%
81.31%
80.17%

Table 8
Execution time as a function of number of hosts
2 ) Hosts

Table 9
Speedup as a function of network connectivity

0.10
0.22
0.34
0.46
0.58
0.70
0.82

Execution time (s)
DT-RR

DT-IRR

RDU

DG

19.87
24.30
31.00
35.42
30.54
27.18
36.22

80.19
252.68
486.79
1984.50
988.54
407.15
468.96

1.82
1.51
1.34
1.32
1.33
0.67
0.82

1.75
1.49
1.36
1.32
1.31
0.60
0.66

Table 11
Speedup as a function of the ratio between the number of longest and the
number of shortest edge

Execution time (s)
DT-RR

DT-IRR

RDU

DG

7.94
31.36
19.72
39.75
49.00
42.61
69.82

99.16
909.42
445.98
287.63
13004.42
2746.88
12929.98

0.31
0.61
0.88
1.35
1.82
2.36
2.93

0.33
0.60
0.78
1.29
1.87
2.29
2.88

Tables 9 and 10 show, respectively, the speedup and
execution time as a function of network connectivity. An
outstanding performance of the DT-RR and DG schedulers
was also observed in these experiments, although no clear
pattern can be identified for the execution time of schedulers based on linear programming. The execution time of
schedulers based on drawing, however, decreases as the
network connectivity increases.
The same pattern of performance is observed when the
ratio between the number of longest edges and that of

2 ) Ratio
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80

Speedup
DT-RR

DT-IRR

RDU

DG

2.030034
1.509987
1.600044
1.621040
99.53%
1.532955
1.645130

69.67%
78.44%
68.88%
80.57%
69.83%
68.01%
61.65%

92.87%
81.41%
89.70%
82.21%
95.06%
80.42%
77.98%

96.63%
91.69%
95.34%
87.09%
1.480001
80.60%
83.16%

shortest edges is varied, as can be seen in Tables 11 and
12. DT-RR provides the best performance, followed by that
of DG and DT-IRR, whereas RDU furnishes the worst. Except for DT-IRR, the time of execution did not vary much.
Overall, DG presented the best performance for large
DAGs, although the DT-RR scheduler would be a good
choice when no strict deadline is imposed for the production of a schedule.
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Table 12
Execution time as a function of the ratio between the number of longest
and the number of shortest edge
2 ) Ratio
0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80

Execution time (s)
DT-RR

DT-IRR

RDU

DG

48.27
35.48
29.83
39.13
33.26
27.30
30.65

1783.99
831.14
501.03
2032.30
752.62
273.98
832.58

1.38
1.34
1.30
1.36
1.39
1.41
1.36

1.31
1.28
1.14
1.35
1.43
1.36
1.38

4. Examples of the use of self-adjustment procedure
This section illustrates the use of the procedure which
reduces the execution time for grid applications (schedule
length) when changes occur in the availability of resources
after the execution of the application has begun. A simulator, the GridSim-NS, developed at the University of Trento, was used in the experiments. The GridSim-NS is
actually a module incorporated into the widely used NS2 simulator. GridSim-NS receives an Application DAG as
input and allows users to define a schedule to be employed
by this DAG. In the following experiments the schedules
were produced by the schedulers introduced in this paper.
The application is the one described in Fig. 2, whereas
the grid is illustrated in Fig. 8. The left hand side of Fig. 8
shows the network topology while the right shows the grid
nodes. The arc weights in the DAG represent the amount of
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data to be transferred, in GigaBytes, and the vertex weights
represent the quantity of instructions on a 1012 scale. The
network has 34 hosts arranged around a central host
ðSRC 0 Þ and the grid has 11 nodes ðSRC f0...10g Þ. The available
processing rate of the host SRC 0 is 1600 MIPS, whereas that
of all the others is 8000 MIPS. The links connecting SRC 0 to
the other hosts have a capacity of 100 Mbps, whereas all
the others are limited to 33.33 Mbps. The topology used
resembles CERN’s LHC Computing Grid. Note that the
topology is not centralized around SRC 0 but the hosts can
communicate with each other without going through a
central node. Moreover, the processing capacity of node
SRC 0 is lower than that of the other hosts, which implies
a parallel execution of the tasks in the other hosts.
The batch means method was used to obtain a confidence intervals of 95% confidence level. The width of the
intervals was less than 5% of the mean value. Confidence
intervals are omitted for the sake of visual interpretation.
The first experiment was designed to determine the
time required for the application execution under ideal
conditions so that it could be used as a standard for comparison. In the second experiment, bandwidth was reduced
and all the steps of the procedure for self-adjustment were
executed. The third experiment included the increase in resource availability, and the final one evaluated the impact
of the frequency of monitoring on the performance.
In the first experiment, the application (Fig. 2) was
mapped using the MIPCT scheduler, with a resultant mapping of 0 ! SRC 0 , 1 ! SRC 2 , 2 ! SRC 5 , 3 ! SRC 8 , 4 ! SRC 4 ,
5 ! SRC 1 , 6 ! SRC 9 , 7 ! SRC 10 , 8 ! SRC 0 . Similar mapping

Fig. 8. Grid used in the examples.
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could have involved other hosts, since the topology is symmetrical. In the actual schedule derived, Tasks 1–7 start
running at the time of 82.66 min, whereas task number 8
starts running at 175.96 min and finishes at 255.96 min.
In the second experiment, the same scenario and initial
mapping were used. However, at 90 min, UDP streams
with a rate of 90 Mbps were added as interfering traffic between hosts IR2 and IS2 and between IR5 and IS5 . These traffics impact the resource availability between hosts SRC 2
and SRC 0 and between hosts SRC 5 and SRC 0 . Monitoring
the resources of the grid was carried out every 40 min.
(The use of long monitoring intervals reinforce the effectiveness of monitoring the availability of resources). Thus,
at the time 120 min, the need to reevaluate the current
schedule had become evident. At that time, the DAG for
the remaining tasks was modified, by Algorithm 1, to the
one shown in Fig. 9. At time 120 min, Algorithm 1 decomposes each task into two other tasks; one of these remains
on the host on which it was originally scheduled, with its
weight in the new DAG representing the number of
instructions already processed. The other is rescheduled,
with its weight representing all the instructions remaining
to be executed. Moreover, the weight of the edge between
these two tasks indicates the quantity of data to be transferred to the host on which the second task will be
scheduled.
For this new DAG, the schedule was obtained by the
IPDT scheduler. Since the cost involved in task migration
includes that of time needed to complete the execution,
as well as that required to transfer data, a task is worth
moving only if a reduction in time of execution will compensate for this cost. The new schedule determined that
Tasks 1 and 2 should be migrated from hosts SRC 2 and
SRC 5 to hosts SRC 3 and SRC 6 , respectively. These migrations
were designed to avoid the interfering traffic for the transfer of 10 GB of data to Task 8. When migrations occur the
new execution time was 281 min, which is only 9.34%
higher than the one obtained under ideal conditions. If
the tasks had not migrated, the execution time would have
been 358 min, i.e., an increase of about 27.4%. Figs. 10 and
11 show, respectively, the time of execution of Task 1 and
the round trip time (RTT) between SRC 2 and SRC 3 (The
usage of CPU and network by Task 2 are similars). These
figures illustrate task migration; it can be seen that be-

CPU Use (%)
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4
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Fig. 11. RTT between SRC 2 and SRC 3 .

tween the times 120 min and 150 min, no processing activity took place in either of the hosts SRC 2 and SRC 3 , since in
this interval, migration take place.
Where a dynamic scheduling approach to be employed,
two options would remain after the completion of tasks 1
and 2: (i) transfer of 10 GB from each task directly to the
host SRC 0 , leading to an execution time of 358 min, or (ii)
transfer of 20 GB to two intermediate nodes (10 GB from
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Fig. 10. Use of CPU for Task 1.
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Fig. 9. DAG for migration at 120 min.
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SRC 2 to SRC 3 and 10 GB from SRC 5 to SRC 6 ) before sending
to the final destination, SRC 0 , thus avoiding congestion of
links. This second option would lead to an execution time
of +300 min. In both cases, the execution time would be
longer than that obtained with the present approach.
Moreover, where an adaptive scheduling to be adopted,
no migration would be pursued, and consequently the
application execution time would be 358 min, which is
longer than the time obtained with the present procedure
(281 min).
These two examples illustrate the benefit of continuous
monitoring of the grid and allowing the triggering of
migration at any time to minimize execution time. This is
the main difference between the present approach and
adaptive and dynamic scheduling.
In the third experiment, resources were added to the
grid. Such additions are not necessarily due to the acquisition of new resources, as they may be due to the release of
resources by other applications. Fig. 12 illustrates the addition of the host SRC 16 ; the link capacity joining it to host SRC 6
is 1 Gbps, with an available processing rate of 8000 MIPS.
Similar hosts were also added to hosts SRC 1 to SRC 10 . With
this extra resource, the execution time decreases to
247 min, which corresponds to a reduction of 3.89% of execution time under ideal conditions. This example shows that
task migration should not only be investigated under conditions of a shortage of resources, but also whenever increased
resources become available. If, for example, the processing
rate available were 4000 MIPS, migration would not be
advisable since, execution time would have increased to
291 min if migration were carried out, which is 13.23% higher than that obtained under ideal conditions.
One of the key issues involved in the self-adjustment
procedure is the frequency of reevaluation of the adequacy
of the schedule under modified resource constraint. To get
an idea of the importance of the frequency of this procedure, various simulations were carried out in the fourth
experiment. A source of interfering traffic (60 Mbps) was
introduced to the same links as in the previous example.
Both MIPCT and IPDT schedulers were used for the experiments. First, a simulation with no task migration was run;
execution time was 279 min. Then, the recommendations
of the scheduler were followed. Table 13 shows the execution time required when task migration is undertaken.

Fig. 12. Inclusion of new resource linked to SRC 6 .

Table 13
Execution times as a function of monitoring interval duration (minutes)
Interval

MIPCT

IPDT

100
110
120
130
140
150

269
275
276
276
276
276

269
275
281
287
276
276

(migration)
(migration)
(no migration)
(no migration)
(no migration)
(no migration)

(migration)
(migration)
(migration)
(migration)
(no migration)
(no migration)

It is clear that the frequency of evaluation plays a major
role in the execution time. If a long period between
changes in resources availability and the decision to migrate a tasks occurs, computation may have progressed
to a point in which migration would no longer be an interesting option. Moreover, it can be seen that the IPDT may
produce schedules which yield longer execution times
than those where no migration is pursued, as can be in
the results when intervals of 120 min and 130 min were
used. Such imprecision is critical when approaching the
‘‘ideal” time for reevaluation due to the approximations
introduced by time discretization. In fact, the ideal frequency for reevaluation is system dependent, since it is
influenced by the frequency of changes in the resource
pool.
5. Related work
Various techniques for monitoring and performance
prediction have been employed for systems such as that
of the network weather service (NWS) [21], which uses active monitoring techniques, as well as temporal series, to
predict performance. One distinct characteristic of the
NWS system is its hierarchical monitoring approach. Applications such as those supported by NWS require performance feedback in short periods of time, typically in the
order of minutes. Another system for applications which
run for long periods is the grid harvest service (GHS) [20]
which is more scalable than NWS. In GHS, performance
prediction is carried out by neural networks and these predictions are employed to determine task migration. A different monitoring system used in the Wren systems was
introduced in [18]; this adopts either active or passive
monitoring techniques, depending on the network load.
All these proposals for monitoring the status of resources
can be incorporated in Steps 3 and 4 of the resources engineering procedure introduced in Section 2. However, the
prediction of performance in self-adjustment procedure involves schedulers based on optimization for determining
the potential reconfiguration of a grid.
Several self-adjusting systems based on monitoring and
task migration have been proposed [5,6,8,7,9,4,11,10] in
the literature. Although under different names, all these
schemes were designed to minimize the execution time
of applications. In all of these, mechanisms have been inserted into existing middlewares and agents for the management of grid applications. The procedure for selfadjustment introduced in this paper differs from all of
them, since it uses neither adaptive scheduling nor dynamic scheduling.
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Although the proposal in [5] took into consideration the
decrease in the performance of an application, no evidence
of the effectiveness of the policy for migration was presented. In this approach, an intermediate storage node
was used during migration to the final destination. In spite
of the flexibility provided by this intermediate node, it can
also become a bottleneck. Our proposal does not consider
migration to intermediate nodes and consequently does
not create such bottleneck.
The GridWay project [6] promotes migration under several circumstances, but neglects the degradation of network performance as a factor for the triggering of task
migration; the failure of a link is the only trigger considered. This scheme can generate a large number of task
migrations, since it uses a greedy algorithm for fast initial
scheduling and then adjusts the schedule in succeeding
evaluation steps.
In [8], migration occurs only if the gain in execution
time is greater than 30%, although the authors admit that
this threshold value may not be the optimal one. The major
outstanding difference between the self-adjustment procedure proposed here and that proposed in [8] is that this
procedure for self-adjustment computes the migration
overhead based on the current grid status, whereas the
one proposed in [8] fixes overhead estimation to a constant
value.
The AppLeS project [7] uses an adaptive approach for
scheduling applications. Besides considering the state of
the grid, it also reschedules tasks to improve performance.
The present proposal differs from AppLeS because it considers the execution time of the schedulers in the scheduling life time, thus enabling it to work with different
deadlines. In [20] it was pointed out that performance degradation can occur when the minimization of the execution
time of application is the major goal when using the AppLeS system.
An extension [9] of the GridWay project, which uses
Globus middleware, was introduced to make the execution
of applications easier and more efficient. Task migration
considers the resource availability of hosts as well as the
cost of migration in relation to the gain in execution time.
However, the approach fails to consider the degradation of
network performance as a determining factor for task
migration. Moreover, the setting of a threshold value for
the gain obtained by task migration limits the potential
minimization of the execution time, as reported by the
authors.
Other modifications have been proposed for the GridWay system to diminish the time of data transfer by using
files shared by tasks residing in the same host [4]. A major
disadvantage of this proposal is the fact that it only considers these tasks for scheduling and migration. Such a limitation prevents it from being used for applications with
dependent tasks, such as those considered in the present
paper. A policy for rescheduling based on the underachievement of the predicted makespan of an application
has been proposed in [11]. This policy is robust in relation
to imprecisions in the estimate of execution time. As the
scheme defined in [12], the policy monitors the progress
of the application execution, but it fails to account for
changes in resource availability. Thus, the introduction of

new resources does not trigger task migration and the consequent improvement in performance. However, the present proposal does take the fluctuation of resource
availability into consideration, thus, allowing a dynamic
search for the minimum execution time.
In [10], a procedure using rescheduling and task migration to release allocated resources and admit new applications was proposed. It was shown that this proposal
presents advantages when compared to those which impose the end of execution tasks as a condition for the
admission of new ones. However, the proposal considers
the link state only at the time of scheduling of new applications. The authors point out the need for rescheduling as
a function of the fluctuation of resource availability, as is
carried out by the present proposal.
In summary, the uniqueness of our proposal when compared to existing ones is the consideration of resource
availability during all the execution period of an application. Moreover, our proposal is the only one to consider
the overhead of task rescheduling in the decision making
process.
Various scheduling schemes have been proposed for
grids [23,34–37]. The level-branch priority (LBP) [23] algorithm organizes a list of ordered priorities, with the placement of a task depending on its level in the DAG to which it
belongs, as well as the number of output edges. This approach is similar to those adopted by the DG scheduler in
this paper, but LBP does not consider heterogeneous resources and assumes that all network links to have the
same transfer capacity.
The schedule presented in [34] assigns tasks to links
rather than to hosts. Moreover, all hosts are assumed to
have the same available processing rate which again is
not realistic in a grid environment. Various schedulers
based on heuristics are presented in [35]. These schedulers
produce schedules within a certain time threshold. Results
are presented for a single network topology, however, and
the effectiveness of the schedulers is compared to a greedy
algorithm which does not consider data dependencies in
tasks DAGs. The scheduler introduced in [36] was designed
to take into account quality of service requirements and
consider bandwidth as the only task requirement, ignoring
the possibility of data dependency among tasks. Finally,
the scheduler proposed in [37] assumes that the time required to transfer data is insignificant in relation to that
the spent on processing, making it inappropriate for applications with a large distributed data set shared among
tasks.
None of the schedulers proposed in the literature are
able to account for heterogeneous grid resources as are
the schedulers introduced in this paper. Moreover, none
of them works under time constraints. Furthermore, the
effectiveness of the schedulers proposed here has been
extensively validated in relation to various network topologies and tasks DAGs.

6. Conclusions
Grid networks can accommodate a new generation of
users with high computational and data transfer demands.
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Although several grid systems already exist, this technology is still in its infancy. One of the major challenges of
grids networks is the fluctuation in availability of resources
which has a definite impact on the performance of an
application. Enabling grid systems for self-adjustment in
response to changing scenarios is crucial for autonomy
and will facilitate their use.
This paper has introduced a resource allocation approach oriented to applications with dependent tasks so
that these applications can adapt their allocation of resources to produce the minimum possible execution time.
The proposal differs from others in the literature by considering the network link status in all the phases of the
execution of an application (initial scheduling, rescheduling and task migration). The effectiveness of this new procedure has been illustrated by several simulation
experiments involving various changes in the simulated
grid.
Furthermore, this paper also presented a set of grid
schedulers able to deal with heterogeneous grid resources
which can be used to produce schedules with different
quality given deadline constraints. These schedulers can
be executed in parallel to obtain the best possible schedule
under specific deadlines. The performance of these schedulers were assessed.
In the future, the dynamic determination of the duration of intervals for reevaluation of schedule needs to be
pursued. An interesting topic for future research is the
evaluation of the stability of a Grid when several applications employing the self-adjustment procedure are competing for the same resources. Moreover, the resource
allocation scheme proposed here shall be introduced into
existing systems.
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Appendix I
Theorem 1. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is
OðaP þ P & ðjJj & log jHj þj Dj þ jHjÞÞ.
Proof. Algorithm 2 solves the input linear programming P
(relaxation of an MIP or an IP formulation) once in Step 1 in
time OðaP Þ. We consider that we can obtain a (pseudo) random number in [0, 1] in constant time. Note that the minimum time complexity of Step 1 is at least the time to set
each variable of the linear program, X i;k , which is at least
OðjJj &j HjÞ.
After obtaining the values of X i;k for each tasks i and
host k, we compute a table T i;k where T i;k ¼ 0 if k ¼ 0 and
T i;k ¼ T i;k'1 þ X i;k if k P 1. The total time of this step can be
executed in time OðjJj &j HjÞ to facilitate the finding of a
host (probabilistically) to each task.
Steps 4 and 5 consider a task i and select a host k for this
task based on the probabilities given by the linear
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programming. These steps can be executed in Oðlog jHjÞ
with a binary search in T i;) . Therefore, the time completion
of these steps is OðP & jJj & log jHjÞ, considering the loops
starting in Steps 2 and 3.
One iteration of Steps 7 and 8 can be performed
following the topological order of tasks (by DAG precedence) which can be obtained in time OðjJj þj DjÞ. To set
the starting time of a task i, scheduled on machine k, the
algorithm must verify the completion time of the tasks that
precede i (at this point they are already scheduled) and the
time when machine k becomes available (before the
execution of these steps, each machine is set with starting
time 0). When we consider all tasks, we have considered all
precedences (edges in the DAG) and so, the P executions of
Steps 7 and 8 are done in time OðP & ðjJj þj Dj þ jHjÞÞ.
Therefore, the total time complexity of Algorithm 2 is given
by OðaP þ P & ðjJj & log jHj þj Dj þj HjÞÞ. h
Appendix II
Theorem 2. The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is
OðQ & jJj & aP Þ.
Proof. The time complexity involved in all executions of
Steps 2 and 3 is clearly OðQ & aP Þ.
One iteration of Steps 5–7 can be performed in time
OðjHjÞ and one iteration of Step 8 can be executed in time
OðaP Þ. Therefore, considering all iterations and the fact that
jHj is bounded by OðaP Þ Steps 5–8 can be executed in time
OðQ & jJj & aP ÞÞ.
The analysis of Step 10 is similar to the one carried out
to Algorithm 2 and it can be performed in time
OðQ & ðjJj þj Dj þj HjÞÞ.
Since jDj and jHj are also bounded by OðaP Þ, the total
time complexity of Algorithm 3 is OðQ & jJj & aP Þ. h
Appendix III
Theorem 3. The time complexity of Algorithm 4 is
OðP & jHj & ðjJj þj DjÞÞ.
Proof. Algorithm 4 iterates P times, and in each iteration it
tries to obtain a feasible schedule. One iteration of Step 2
can be performed in OðjJj &j HjÞ time, considering that
the probabilities are stored in an appropriate table. So,
the total time complexity of this step is OðP & jJj &j HjÞ.
One iteration of Step 4 can be executed in OðjHjÞ time
for each task i. So, this step is performed in OðP & jJj & jHjÞ
time, considering all iterations. Step 5 updates the probabilities for each task j for which i must precede. For a task
(for which i must precede) the probabilities to connect to a
host can be updated in OðjHjÞ time. The number of
dependencies considered to all tasks in the loop starting
in Step 3, is equal to jDj, which is the number of arcs in the
DAG. So, the total time complexity for all executions of
Step 5 is OðP & ðjDj þj JjÞ & jHjÞ.
In Step 6, it is computed the starting time of the task i. It
considers all tasks that task i depends and the finishing
time of the host where i is allocated. So, the total time to
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compute Step 6 for all loops starting in Steps 1 and 3 is
OðP & ðjDj þj JjÞÞ. Therefore, the total time complexity of
Algorithm 4 is given by OðP & jHj & ðjJj þj DjÞÞ. h
Appendix IV
Theorem 4. The time complexity of Algorithm 5 is
OðjJj & jHj log jHj þ jNj þ P & jHj & ðjJj þ jDjÞÞ.
Proof. The probabilities computed with the first two rules
(Section 3.4) define initial probabilities that will be subsequently modified by the application of the last four rules
(Section 3.4). To this end, tasks are first ordered by its level
in the DAG (task with lower level first) and then rules are
applied for each task. Rules are applied from rule 3 to 6
and at last, the values of X i;k are normalized to represent
probabilities.
The application of each rule may increase or decrease
the value X i;k , computed by the previous rules, according to
the ranking of host k for some characteristics (e.g. number
of connecting links, processing rate, etc.).
For rule 3, the value X i;k is increased, if host k has a large
number of connecting links (given by its rank, e.g., host k
has rank smaller than jHj=2); otherwise it is decreased.
The proportion to be increased/decreased is given by the
ratio between the number of arcs incident to task i and the
total number of arcs.
For rule 4, the value X i;k is increased, if host k has large
capacity links connected to it (given by its rank);
otherwise it is decreased. The proportion to be
increased/decreased is given by the ratio between the
amount of data transferred by i and the total amount of
data transferred by tasks.
For rule 5, the value X i;k is increased, if host k has a large
processing rate (given by its rank); otherwise it is
decreased. The proportion to be increased/decreased is
given by the ratio between the number of instructions of i
and the total number of instructions for all tasks.
To update the values of X i;) by rule 6, hosts are first
ranked by the large values of X i;k . Then, the value of X i;k is
increased if k is one of the firsts in this ranking (e.g. rank
smaller than jHj=2); otherwise it is decreased. The
proportion to be increased/decreased is given by h'l
, where
h
h is the higher DAG level and l is the level of task i.
Algorithm 5 differs from Algorithm 4, by the computation of the initial probability values in Step 2. In this case,
the probabilities are computed with the ‘‘set of rules 1”.
The first two rules are computed according to Eq. (1). All
terms in this equality are independent of i and some
summations are independent of k, which leads to a single
computation to each distinct value. So, the total time
complexity to compute the first two rules is OðjJj &j Hj þ
jHj þj NjÞ.
Since the ranking computed by rules 3–5 can be
performed once for all jobs (by sorting), the time complexity to apply these steps is given by OðjHj log jHj þ
jNj þ jDj þj Dj &j HjÞ. For rule 6, the ranking used must be
recomputed for each job i just after the application of the
previous rules, since they modify values of X i;k ; so the time
complexity is given by OðjJj &j Hj log jHjþ jNj þj Jj &j HjÞ.

The time complexity of one execution of Step 2, that
computes starting probabilities X i;k for all tasks i 2 J and
hosts k 2 H, using the ‘‘set of rules 1”, is given by
OðjJj & jHj log jHj þ jNj þj DjÞ. If these probabilities are
stored, they can be computed once and copied for each
iteration of Step 1. So, the time complexity of all executions
of Step 2 is OðjJj &j Hj log jHj þj Nj þ jDj þ P & jJj &j HjÞ.
The remaining steps of Algorithm 5 has the same
analysis of Algorithm 4. So, they can be computed in time
OðP & jHj & ðjJj þj DjÞÞ.
Therefore, Algorithm 5 can be implemented in
OðjJj & jHj log jHj þ jNj þ P & jHj & ðjJj þ jDjÞÞ time. h
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